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 Lately it’s been quite discouraging to watch the evening news.  The 

headlines start with the obvious – we find ourselves in yet another wave of the 

Coronavirus – one that is mostly attacking the unvaccinated but even some of us 

who have been vaccinated appear to be at risk.  Weather is surging out of control 

– tropical storms, record heatwaves, droughts and wild fires – most the worst and 

largest we’ve seen on the planet.  Afghanistan at war again…and the list goes on. 

 So today we find ourselves wandering through Ephesians again and Paul 

refers us to something I think we are all looking for…wisdom.  Now we all know 

wisdom is not innate – it’s acquired over time and through a lot of effort on our 

part – reading, learning, listening – having a lifetime of experiences that lead us to 

understand things in a certain way.  But as I started this meditation today with all 

that’s happening and I think– where do we begin?  Do I need to go back to school 

and study science?  It sure feels like it…I mean, how could I possibly truly 

understand something like a virus when even doctors with 12-15 years of 

schooling and years of experience don’t understand…not completely.  Should I 

study meteorology?  So I can better understand this unsettled planet and how 

weather patterns work and how fossil fuels are messing them up.   

 Well it isn’t really practical for me to quit my jobs and enroll in college right 

now so I’m left with only one choice…I have to get my information, my guidance, 
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my wisdom from others.  And Paul’s warning is clear –“Be careful then how you 

live, not as unwise people but as wise”.  And make the most of the time, because 

the days are evil.”  How many of us look back on our lives and wish we’d done 

things differently – spent our time differently…made better choices that now we 

know would have benefitted our lives…but that’s not quite what this passage is 

saying …this isn’t really referring to our own personal lives – it’s talking about 

purpose and not ours, but Christ’s purpose.  “Because the days are evil” speaking 

of systems of oppression that require resistance.  And I believe we are at a critical 

juncture for humanity and all of creation – how can we deny it at this point?  But 

a vision of world transformation – for both humankind and our planet is daunting.  

It’s easy to brush it aside – to explain it away or at least it’s easier… this is normal 

for the planet – these are typical weather patterns.  The virus is just a flu… you 

know we have these tendencies to want to stick our head in the sand and hope it 

goes away…I sort of did that this week – I stopped watching the news.  I only 

watched recorded shows so there was no chance I would see what’s happening.  

And we are warned not to self medicate in these situations – we are told don’t be 

a drunk – don’t be a fool. 

 And I’m going to say the same thing to you…quite seriously.  We are an 

enlightened people – we have been educated not in weather or health science 

but we have been educated by the Spirit in Christ’s ways.  And the Spirit cannot 

afford for us to become addicts or weak in these moments – we need clear heads.  

Because our task is great.   

 So slowly I turned the news on again…not for any other reason but to be 

sure I understood what the Spirit needs me to do.  I can’t pray something if I don’t 
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know it’s happening.  My mind went back to times in human history when a 

people were faced with what appeared to be overwhelming grief, pain, and evil 

like the holocaust…but somehow some of these people, children, survived near 

starvation, medical experiments – while a war was raging around them, losing 

their families…you know most of you what went on.  And they got through it and 

shared their wisdom so that hopefully nothing that horrid will ever happen again.   

Which is so important…Christ’s purpose… 

 And then our scripture turns to an unusual place – to gratitude and praise.  

Be filled with the Spirit it says…singing and making melody to the Lord in your 

hearts, giving thanks to God at all times and for everything.   

 Can we do that?  Really at this moment – thank God for allowing me to be 

alive at this time – not because it’s hard but because we can make a difference – 

we can make it better – we can find answers and support causes that repair our 

planet – listen to health officials to avoid further unnecessary death and 

illness…and love our brothers and sisters – and stop being part of the problem of 

encouraging social divide among us.   

 The overall theme of this passage is to put ourselves where the wisdom is.  

What matters is not whether we think an event is good or bad…what matters is 

our discovering God’s protective guidance in it.  Do you see God’s guidance?  Do 

you feel it?  The days may be evil, but our lives are not evil…giving thanks for this 

time, giving thanks for our fellowship, keeps us oriented to God and gives us the 

ability we need to transform the world into a better place for ourselves and our 
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children.  So even in this moment, even at this time…I say, no I sing… thanks be to 

God.  Amen. 

 


